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ABSTRACT
EL presente documento recoge el proceso de investigación llevado a cabo para comprender la comunidad
de las Artes del Flow en Oslo (alternativamente conocida como “Circus”), así como el proceso de diseño en
la creación de un producto que entienda las necesidades de la comunidad y las resuelva. El Arte del Flow
reúne una gran variedad de disciplinas que buscan armonizar la técnica con la expresión creativa del
cuerpo humano, a través de la utilización de instrumentos (“props”). La comunidad estudiada en concreto
se centraba en el malabarismo y manipulación del fuego. Durante la descripción del proceso, se
encontrarán las técnicas de investigación y de proceso de diseño aplicadas. Dichas técnicas llevan a la
revelación de la necesidad intrínseca de la comunidad: mejorar la seguridad, así como el acceso a los
instrumentos y productos utilizados durante las actuaciones y ensayos de la actividad.
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glossary
Spinning

The act of
performing flow
arts

Dipping station

Prop

A flow art tool
that comes in
many shapes
and with many
different
attachments

Fire spinning

The act of
performing flow
arts with props
that are on fire

Flow artist

Anyone who does
flow arts. Doesn’t
have to be a
professional

An area away from
where fire spinning
happens, where
flow artists can dip
their wicks.

Contact staff

A prop in the form of a staff
that gets it momentum
from skin friction

Fire prop

Prop with a
kevlar wick on
the end, made
specifically to be
set on fire

Dipping

The act of soaking the wick of
a fire prop in
flammable
liquid

Dragon staff

A double-headed
contact staff

Poi

A prop made of a
ball on a rope,
spun in small arcs

Rope dart

A large prop on the
end of a long rope,
spun in wide arcs

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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BACKGROUND

Rope dart spinning , by C. Hogg
Photo by Shu Fleur

introduction

Flow Arts

In this hereby document we, Martin Peter Knudsen, Aleksandra Siemaszko and Mónica E. Balsinde, display the most
relevant information we have gathered, as well as the design process to fulfill the course "Cultural Understanding and
Communication" task we were given. This being to design a personal effect for a selected cultural group, which we can not
be a part of or have a strong connection with. This being done after completing research for further understanding of said
group.
In order to complete this assignment, and after debating thoroughly, we chose Flow artists and fire spinning
performers as our cultural group.

what is flow?
Flow Arts is a general term used to describe a variety of movement-based disciplines including dancing, juggling,
fire-spinning/breathing and object manipulation. The Flow Arts seek to harmonize skill-based techniques with a creative
expression to achieve a state of present moment awareness they know as “Flow”. This is thought to lead to happiness, as
it’s said that

“happiness, like success, cannot be pursued, it must ensue as the unintended side-effect of one’s personal
dedication to a course greater than oneself” said by Viktor Frankl on his book “Man’s Search for Meaning”.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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design brief

& reseach question

As we have presented, our project will deal with the cultural understanding of the “Flow Arts” (alternatively
known as circus) community in Oslo, a movement-based culture that’s just as much a mental practice as a
physical one. None of the group members have any real connection to the community, aside from there being
another exchange student immerged into these practices.
Next up our project goals are presented, as well as how they developed as the project flowed along its path:

Initial goals

Ultimate goals

Design a product for or from the cultural group
studied.

Design an adequate dipping staion for the fire props.

Understand and immerse ourselves into this cultural
group’s activities and/or practices
Create a database of the movements and activity flows
from each discipline, implementing different
research methodologies.

Record and analyze the movemets needed to dip and fire
up the props, in order to design a safer and more
organized dipping station (or dipping contatiner).

research question
How can we discover flow artists’ needs?
How can we possibly fulfill them?
To read full Design Brief document, go to Appendix - pageS 2 & 3
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INSIGHTS

Rope dart spinning , by C. Hogg
Photo by Shu Fleur

preliminary research
Initially, we made a mind map of communities or activities that we wanted to look more into. Picking one each to
research over the weekend but coming up short with anything that truly interested us, we discussed what we had in
common and ended up with our lack of tattoos and our lack of willingness to get one. After discovering that two other
groups were also looking into tattoo culture, we looked elsewhere and were tipped off about the Flow Art community that
our fellow classmate Callum Hogg was a part of and decided that was what suited us best.
Our
preliminary
research
was
internet-based and we watched videos of
flow artists. We contacted Flow Art
communities both in Norway and in the
United States, and started reading the book
Flow by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. Along
with related internet articles, we gained a
basic understanding of the culture. We
were also lucky enough to have a first
interviewee very quickly: Callum Hogg, one
of the exchange students from our class.
This gave us a general approach to the
culture. Moreover, it helped us identify
what we needed to know and what we
needed to do more research on.

Preliminary mood board. To see this mood board on full
size go to Appendix - page 4
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preliminary research:

Art of Flow Oslo

After some unsuccessful rounds of
trying to establish contact with the flow
art community in Norway, we came in
contact with Kim de Rochlenge, the
founder of Art of Flow Oslo.
During our research we found that
during the winter months the flow artists
in Oslo would meet at a dance studio they
rented for “Sunday Flow”, so that they
could practice their skills safe from the
cold. We asked if we could come and
observe, take some pictures, talk with
people.
Some were reluctant to be interviewed
or photographed and we think this might
be because we did not explain what the
purpose of the assignment was. We did
this two-fold, first because we did not
want to alienate any of the research
subjects(as nobody likes being referred to
as a research subject), but also because we
did not want to set the expectations for the
product we were going to make too high or
create confusion.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

Poi and Dragon Staff spinning by members of the community
(source: Flow of Oslo Facebook page)
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sunday flow
After some unsuccessful rounds of trying to establish contact with
the flow art community in Norway, we came in contact with Kim de
Rochlenge, the founder of Art of Flow Oslo. During our research we
found that during the winter months the flow artists in Oslo would
meet at a dance studio they rented for “Sunday Flow”, so that they
could practice their skills safe from the cold.
We asked if we could come and observe, take some pictures, talk
with people. Some were reluctant to be interviewed or photographed
and we think this might be because we did not explain what the
purpose of the assignment was. We did this two-fold, first because we
did not want to alienate any of the research subjects(as nobody likes
being referred to as a research subject), but also because we did not
want to set the expectations for the product we were going to make
too high or create confusion.
Our first Sunday flow was a little awkward due to the performative
nature of Flow Arts, with us being kind of thrown into the deep end
doing basic Poi moves surrounded by people who had been doing it for
years and years. But that initial fear soon faded and it got easier to just
be there in our own moment. We had some small interactions with the
people there, but focused on just blending in as newcomers.
On the second Sunday Flow, which was the last one for the season
and therefore somewhat of a special event. The studio had been rigged
with led lights and the performers had brought LED props to use and
we got to see some of the different kinds and how they were used and
how they looked.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

Alexandra
and Martin
LED spinning
(or at least
trying to)
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sunday flow
After this, we went out to the Sofienberg park where we got to try
out fire props. The setup we used was one that Scott Howes, a flow
artist specializing in the diabolo, had in his car. He was rudimentary
using a paint can as the dipping pot and a diving bag to keep it from
spilling due to an off-gassing hole in the lid of the can.
Fire spinning was very special, as opposed to using LED or
non-LED props because those only give sensory input through the
weight of the props and when they are in your line of sight and a lot of
the time you have to guess from experience where the prop is in
relation to yourself(and the body parts you don’t want it to hit).
When the prop is on fire, it gives a wide range of sensory input
because you will be outside in the dark where the prop will be so much
brighter. Along with this, the heat of the wick will allow you to track
the prop through the thermoreceptors in your skin. Lastly, a burning
wick will produce the tell-tale sound of something burning
whooshing through the air. With these sensory inputs, it got
surprisingly comfortable despite having something that is lit on fire
spinning around you. It was a very calming experience.

Scott Howes - Diabolo and staff
spinning artist
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interviews:
Interview with Callum Hogg
Our first interview, with our classmate Callum Hogg was
performed as a starter to get better insights for when we were to
interact with the people at Sunday Flow and so on. It was done as a
regular question/answer interviewed and later transcribed at full
length for later usage.

Interview with Kim, Eirik, Bea and DJ girl
The interview with Kim, Eirik, Bea and DJ girl was done in a more
informal setting after the first Sunday Flow. We recorded audio and
asked general questions, but mostly let it be a free-flowing
conversation as that is what we thought would appeal the most to our
interviewees.

The interview group was a good mix of the kind of personalities
that comprise the Flow Art community, from the reserved to the very
extroverted.
This interview was also transcribed at full length

To read both interviews full transcription, go to Apendix- from page 5 to 17
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key insights
After both Sunday Flows, we sat down and made note of things we had noticed during the events and made mind-maps
identifying our key insights from these interactions.
We noticed quickly that the setup around the flammable liquids they soaked their wicks in was far less
thought-through than the props themselves, which led us to believe that the dipping itself was considered secondary or
even tertiary in importance.

many
tools
lots of props
same type
different
type

talk
a lot

inviting

ORGANIZING

umeildy
props

LED

eager to learn &
EXPLORE

subcultures

ramdom audience

safety station

open-minded people

spiritual
stuff

safety distance

BAD

light

key insights

FIRE

tattos/no tattoos

POSITIVE MINDSET

not making
money

“flow is a state
of mind”

POI

relaxing

grip

FINDING YOURSELF
social
community

family feeling
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warm

self achivement/
self validation

NO DRUGS

better finger
feel but can’t
loops
juggle
balls

pain/ beginner injuries

filming
Main focus in flow:
non intoxication
(many people still do drugs)

recording stand
prop mount
CAMERA

To see insights mind map
in detail, go to Appendixpage 18.
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survey no1
After the key insights were in place,
we wanted to know more about their
relationship to their dipping habits
and dipping stations so we posted a
survey to the community group Flow
Oslo, which is a larger collective of
Flow Artists and Flow interests.

Do you feel that the dipping
station you normally use is safe?

7 responses

yes
14.3%
14.3%

no
42.9%

It’s safe, but not edeal

14.3%
14.3%

From the survey we discovered,
interestingly, that despite most of our
participants felt safe about their
dipping solutions almost all of them
had
experienced
preventable
accidents. Often these meant the
station would catch fire.

To tiny and unsteady for a lot of my props

Have you ever been in a situation
with uncontrolled ﬁre during a ﬂowing ﬁre?
9 responses
yes
no

33.3%

66.7%

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

Yes, but often one time use

Most users believe that the dipping station is
safe as it is. But when we look into the survey
statistics, up to a 66.7% of the users have had
an accident related to it.
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survey no1

What do you feel could be improved about your current dipping station?
Some form of led light to see what you are doing in the dark.
(Often you will be blinded by the lights when spinning,

Ideally there would be something with a wide enough
base to be stable, that doesn't need a huge amount

when you want to do a “quick dip” and spin more!)

can be opened and closed by hand.

Lid to store fuel in the dipping bowl when not in use.

I use either an empty paint can or a plastic container with a lid.
The paint can is preferable as it will not leak much
during transport. However it is impractical for props
with long wicks. Larger paint cans tend to be wider, not taller,
so it requires an impractical amount of fuel to be able
to properly dip. It also requires a tool to open,
which can be problematic if many people are sharing

like about 30 cm of wick. It's very hard to dip at events
so I dont use it that often. You can compare it
to å snakepoi in side, but its hard metal.

Light, lid that you can trust, a good way to emty the fule back
to the bottle, god for 2 dragon wicks at the time,
A design that suits use on stage and performances.
Preferably black.

It could have a shape to better allow long props.
And it could have a sealed lid so it could be safely
trasported without risk of spillage

It needs to have a light. Fire spinning at night destroys
nightvision. then imagine looking in a dark bucket for
clear liquid. A light around the edge ore in the bottom is perfect.
when dipping.
Anonymous answers. To see survey no1 details, go to Appendix- pages 32 & 33.
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working methods: double diamond
We used double diamond as our
overlapping design strategy,
working in periods of
divergence and
convergence.

DEVELOP

DELIVER
Final product

DEFINE
Conceps

Start of
the assingment

DISCOVER

PROBLEM
DEFINITION

RESEARCH (completed)
PHASE

Previous analysis and research of
the cultural group chosen: books,
articles, documentaries,...
Interviews
Developing archetypal personas
Cultural group immersion started

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

Workshops
Insights mind mapping
Extracting info from
interviews and
infomation gathered
Identifying crucial needs
from the group and
market opportunities
Cultural group immersion
completed
Data visualization

IDEA/CONCEPT

Sketching
Material testing
Prototyping

TESTING
User testing
Improvement
Delivery
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working methods: personas

Our personas are based on the people we interviewed rather than
the stereotypes we had before we met them. It’s more of a
representation of how different the backgrounds of the members of
the Flow Art community can be.

To see personas in detail, go to Appendix- pages 53, 54 & 55
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working methods: 3B-analysis
One of our working methods for mapping our primary, secondary and tertiary user and how the use situation affects their
needs.

USER (BRUKER)
Owner
Flow Artists that borrower

USE SITUATION (BRUKSSITUASJON)

Led props user

NEEDS (BEHOV)

We used this tool after we decided that we
wanted to work with the Dipping Station. There
were people that brought with them a dipping
station on Sunday of flow, but there were other
people that just borrowed it. There are not big
differences between a “Dipping station owner”
and a “Dipping station borrower”, except that
owner needs to carry it around.
This means we need to take into consideration
it cannot be heavy. Needs for primary and
secondary users are light source, different sizes
for the dipping pots or a standardized size one

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

that fits with the larger number of props, and clear signifiers. When
Flow Artists meet up, not everyone is spinning fire, there are LED
props users too. They still know how to apply safety measurements
and know how to react in a fire situation, that is why we have
considered them as our tertiary users.
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conclusion

from the research phase

During the research phase, especially after the first
Sunday Flow as the flow artists had been made more
aware of what kind of project we were working, they
were asked for ideas through Kim. One that kept
popping up was a kind of backpack or carrying solution
because a lot of them had a great many props that they
had to carry around with no specialized equipment.
There were also directly prop-related ideas, but we
chose not to pursue them as the flow arts community is
consistently developing new props and improvements
every year and their experience in this regard far
outweighs ours.
Although this is what they said they wanted, we
chose to interpret it as a general need for organization.
We had already noticed that their priorities were on
props and saw an opportunity in improving their
dipping stations. We regarded their current dipping
station situation an afterthought of theirs and they
considered accidental fires as something that just
happened.
This, we felt that we could improve upon.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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DESIGN PROCESS

Staff spinning , by Scott Howes
Photo by Shu Fleur

preliminary conceps
Regarding all the information and insights we had gathered, we chose
tree very general concepts we wanted to explore thoroughly. This being
“general organizing” (regarding the enormous amount of props every
artist owns and the fact that they spin around each other in a very
disorganized and unsafe way), “injuries” caused by props to beginners in
the first stages of their learning process, and “performance” (e.g. stage
installations or tools for better filming/ performance recording).
After some deliberation we decided to explore the pros and cons from
each of these paths, as well as considering possible product design ideas
and utility for our users. To do so, we executed three SWOT analysis
(explained and displayed on page 21) to make an appropriate decision.
Considering what our interviewees told us, “beginner injuries” are
something unavoidable since they apparently are a way of toughening up
their hand’s skin, making it more resistant to future injuries. This means
this is a painful process, but strongly needed.
Whereas creating a performance tool or product might be arduous
since nowadays they require a lot of technical requirements. We also
consider the idea of creating an installation, but creating a product
appealed more to us and to our user group too.
Considering marketplace opportunities as well as external and internal
matters, we decided to go along the “organizing” path.

ORGANIZING
Backpack / prop organizer
Adaptable pois
Dipping Station

INJURIES
Poi beginners finger injuries

PERFORMANCE
Stage installation
Recording stand

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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SWOT analysis
To see SWOT analysis in detail, go to
Appendix- pages 22, 23 & 24.

Considering this, we developed a couple of sketches for different
concepts, regarding backpacks, dipping station organization, Dipping pot,
etc. Soon after, we all agreed to keep on working on a new dipping pot since
it is the most concerning item of the whole flow arts activity (regarding
safety mainly).

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

internal

helpful

external

As mentioned before, to start the design process we used another
analysis working method: SWOT analysis. This tool helped us identify our
concepts’ Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats related to
market placing and project feasibility.
Attributes form the considered concepts are displayed in a square
graphic dividing internal and external attributes into helpful or harmful
for the project development. Once this was done for all three of our paths,
we decided going through the “organizing” path was the most reasonable
choice.

harmful

Enough information

COMPETITION

Interesting concept
to work with

There is a lot of this
in the market already

Strong need

They asked for this
Dipping station need
redesign

Teeny tiny possibility
that it won't be used
after a while.

Nothing on the market
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existing solutions

dipping station: what is it?

The Dipping Station is a place where wicks and props can be soaked in fuel, and the excess can drip off. As it is
displayed, this name is a little pretentious, since there is not a specific place for these tools. Moreover, there is no specific
tools, they just make them with what they can find. This situation gave us some concern: all these practices make it even
more dangerous than Fire spinning already is.

Extinguisher

Spin/dripp off
container

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

Dipping pot
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User journey (How it is at the moment)
User journey is a visualization tool that
quickly provides an overview of user
actions and experiences with a product
and without it.
We wanted to picture it from the user
perspective. This exercise gave us a
deeper understanding of the need, and to
reveal areas where the user has negative
experiences.
In the first illustration you can see how
the dipping station works at the time
being. Firstly, they soak their props in
fuel by submerging them in a container.
We noticed quickly that some Flow
Artists try to avoid spilling paraffin
around the station to reduce fire risk.
This is why some of the artists introduce
their props into a diving bag. There they
tried to drain the excess fuel.

We want to emphasize that this was the
most developed idea of the station, but
still quite rudimental.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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User journey (How it could be)
However not everybody owns a dipping
"safe bucket": Some Flow Artists use
flowerpots or they just cut the bottom of
a plastic bottle, thus never reusable
solutions. The Dipping pots usually lack
a secure lid and are unstable, which contributes to increasing fire risk.
Some of our first questions were how do
they empty the fuel back to the bottle
and how do they clean it after. Turns out
they do not do any of that: they either
empty the fuel somewhere else, or store
the dipping station full, which they do
not clean at all.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

In the second illustration we present
how we want the product to improve the
station and how this situation could look
if it existed a product specifically made
for this activity: a stable dipping pot that
could fit a range of different sized props
but still have a standard size. We chose
to use a removable silicone disc, which
drains off the excess paraffin, reducing
the number of gadgets artists need to
carry around with them.
25
.

design process
Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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design process

outer shape exploration

Our design process began with some shape and form exploration. We had to consider all the aspects gathered form our
insights: Stability, adaptaion to different types of props and good and sustainable design (not only material wise, but also
regarding user attachment to the product). We also had into consideration developing a secure and sealable lid and adding
LED light in order to allowing users to relocate the station after spinning. If given the case, that same light might be used
as lighting for the setup.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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design process

parts and design justification

In addition to try to accomplish all these five aspects successfully, we also wanted to take into consideration the
fact that they do not have/use a safe draining method after dipping props inside the pot. The solution we bring
forward is a silicone disc, shape process of which is displayed below, alongside with its function and work system.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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design process

lid and strap ideation

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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CURRENT CONCEPTS

Dragon staff spinning , by C. Hogg
Photo by Shu Fleur

dragon egg dipping pot

concepts

From the design process, we have developed this shape for the outer case: it is focused on solving instability problems,
being adaptable to the largest amount of props, and having a suitable design for the occations it might be used at (such
as performances and events, as well as practices and training sessions). It also takes into consideration lighting and
leakage issues. Therefore, we are presenting different LED and lid ideas. Originally, we intended to prototype each, and
user test them.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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dragon egg dipping pot

concepts

1

3
exploted and

2

*
+

The fist idea that is going to be displayed is a Dragon Egg Dipping Pot with the LED placed on top: the reason behind this is that flow artists
get blinded after they are finished spinning fire. Due to the fact that they have to stare into the fire and the lack of light when the activity is
taking place, their sight does not get used to the fast change of lighting.
This is an important concern for them: it is very hard to relocate the dipping station when you are blinded, and it is why we thought of
signaling one part of the dipping pot with a LED light. The second and third ideas are some other different locations for this light signal.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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dragon egg dipping pot

concepts 1: parts

1

Outer shell: this two-part
shell solves two issues. Its
shape gives strong stability to
the whole product; and its two
detachable parts allow the
user to extract the metal can
and empty it or clean it safely.

Stainless steel dipping cup
with spout. Easier to empty
and to clean.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

Secure lid and pressure
release valve. Some artists
store their props into the
station. Fumes need to be
released.

Draining
silicone
disc
(removable), placed on top
of the metal container,
drains the excess of the
props for those who need it)
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dragon egg dipping pot

concepts 2 & 3: LED ideas
This concept arises from
one of our interviewees
suggestion: they need
something to illuminate
the station all along, even
during preparation, and
not only for relocating
the station after
spinning.

2
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3

LED on top, with the battery
placed in the handle: better
solution for wiring.
This concept aims to reduce
extra complicated wiring
solutions for placing the light on
top.
At the same time, we have
developed a different, new way
for carrying, that may be more
suitable for some of our users.
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dragon egg dipping pot

general meassurements

175

285

165

250
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dragon egg dipping pot

lid concepts

Lid concept nº1: screw in lid with
handgrip.
To maintain consistency with the
outer shell design, we thougt of a
screw in lid, guaranteeing a secure,
sealed closure. As well as ensuring
security, we also thought of giving
them a second carrying choice:
handgrip instead of the shoulder
strap.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

Lid concept nº2: latch lid.
The idea behind this design is always to maintain the lid closed,
making the pot safer as it will not be open at all times. Since the
can will be closed (unless held by the user when dipping) props
can’t accidentally fall into the container, setting it on fire and
endangering everybody around it.

Lid concept nº3: screw in lid
with handle.
This concept brings both
handle and lid ideas together:
this facilitate the task of
detaching
this
two-part
outside shell.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Rope dart spinning , by C. Hogg
Photo by Shu Fleur

sustainability analysis

sustainability circle

To see this graphic on full size
go to Apendix - page 38

1

chromium,nickel,
molybdenum and carbon

2

3

Oil

Stainless steel
Silicone

Producion of dipping pot

polymer consisting of carbon and hydrogen

7
Recycling process we can describe through 10 steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

transportation
extract part
separate parts
feed into deeper recycling prices
shred everything
classify
sort
extract suitable materials
restart this process form step 5, for as long it is economic
burn or dispose rest

Recycle

Recycle
materials
Remanufacture

Assemble
,,as-new’’ product

Repair

Extend
service life
Redistribute
used product

6

4

Storage

5

Reuse
Flow Artist

Circural Product
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sustainability
In terms of sustainability we wanted to attack this
issue two-pronged. By making a design that would appeal
to the users emotional connection to objects, in this case
flow artists, we could extend the lifespan of the product
through the care of the user.
We’ll do this by adding functions to the dipping pot
that are subtle helpers to the processes of dipping the
props, like a removable inner dipping pot, a spout for easy
reclamation of fuel, a sealable lid with a pressure release
valve. Features aren’t directly noticeable until they’re not
there anymore.
We will also add aesthetic features that fit with that of the
flow art community, making it less of a tool and more like
a cherished possession. This puts us in line with Norman’s
two out of three levels of emotional processing, visceral
and behavioural.(Baker, 2019)

materials
Nylon:

Excellent resistance to Kerosene, high
durability and low weight. These qualities puts it at
the top of the materials we’d like to use in the
construction of the dipping pot.

Polypropylene:

Good resistance to Kerosene.
Generally used for the bottles containing lamp oil,
acetone and other solvents.

HDPE/LDPE:

Fair resistance to Kerosene, but will
eventually take damage from exposure.

PET: Fair resistance to kerosene, will eventually take
damage from repeated exposure

Polycarbonate:

Severely affected by Kerosene, very

strong plastic

Stainless steel:

Excellent resistance to Kerosene,
heavy, very durable, can be cleaned with solvents

Silicone rubber: Excellent resistance to Kerosene

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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FUTURE DEVELOPEMENT

Diabolo spinning , by Scott Howes
Photo by Shu Fleur

user testing

prototyping

We made prototypes of the
inner dipping pot out of steel and
3D-printed
moulds
for
the
silicone part. The first prototype
for the silicone part was not thick
enough to be functional, but the
second iteration was not done
before the school was closed.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts

To see more prototyping process go to Appendix - pages
34, 35 & 36
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user testing
testing: time-motion studies
with time-motion studies

A main feature of our planned user testing was to use
time-motion studies to track how our users handled our
prototypes. Time-motion study is a technique mainly
used to effectivize working, by tracking how much time
workers spend on single tasks, for example how much
time a nurse spends with their patients as opposed to
paperwork.(Lopetegui, M. et al.)
We were planning to use time-motion studies to track
the movements of the flow artists as they used the dipping
pot, to see if there were parts of it that did not make sense
or were hard to utilize or if parts did not move the way the
user expected them to. This information we could use to
further develop our prototypes.
In more developed prototypes, we wish to add more
clear signifiers to make the usage of the dipping pot as
seamless as possible for new users. How we would do this
would be reliant on the time-motion studies.

Pole-mounted
camera on
timelapse

Flow Artist
using the

dipping pot

Dipping pot
Overhead look tracking
how the use(s) are

interacting with the
product

Product vs how the
Misuese, acctidents,

breakage can all be
recorded

We’d also like to look at different sizes, either for the
entire outer shell or just the inner pot, to be able to fit a
wider variety of props as our current design only fits props
smaller than a rope dart.
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user testing

color combination

This are some color propositions we are
making, all related to flow in some way. For
the neon color, we got the suggestion from
a form we have sent out to flow artist to
review our design ideas, whereas black,
purple and red are the colors we relate to
flow arts and that we have been using
throughout the project.

Cultural Understanding Flow Arts
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Staff spinning , by Scott Howes
Photo by Shu Fleur
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Design Brief BAPD2210

group 4

A Design brief

introduction
Our project will deal with the cultural understanding of the “Flow
Art”(alternatively known as circus) community in Oslo, a
movement based culture that’s just as much a mental practice as a
physical one. None of the group members have any real connection
to the community, aside from there being another exchange
student being into it.

interpretation & values
Flow Arts is a general term used to describe a variety of movement-based disciplines including dance, juggling, fire-spinning,
and object manipulation. The Flow Arts pursuit harmonizing
skill-based techniques with a creative expression to achieve a state
of present-moment awareness known as Flow. This is meant to lead
to happiness; it is said that “happiness, like success, cannot be pursued, it must ensue as the unintended side-effect of one’s personal
dedication to a course greater than oneself”
It is due to this that Flow arts bring with them many health benefits.
A skill-based movement art naturally brings more of our awareness
to our bodies, it is a body-mind activity that helps those practicing
it focus on their minds and at the same time owning their physical
abilities . As we use our muscles to control props through space and
to dance with the props we are engaging in an easy and fun form of
exercise.

motivation
Explore an alternative/rare way of life, learn from a different approach to live
values and practices and get in contact with a new culture for us.

research question
How can we discover flow artists’ needs?
How can we possibly fulfill them?
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group 4

project goals
Design a product for or from the cultural group studied (a product
either for them, or from their culture, to introduce it to the rest of
the cultures out in the world)
Fully understand and immerse ourselves into this cultural group’s
activities and/or practices
Create a database of the movements and activity flows from each
discipline, implementing different research methodologies.

sources
Art of Flow in norway (www.artofflow.no)
Interviewees
Flow: the classic work on how to achieve happiness by Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi
Flow arts institute (flowartsinstitute.com)
A History of the Flow Arts Part documentary (parts 1 and 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7wW9uUGNJc)
Flow
Arts
A
Film
YouTube
documentary
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swXjLNCM6wA)
Fund the flow arts (fundtheflowarts.org)
The concept of validation in performance-based fire safety
engineering article, by
Audun Borg and Ove Well
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S09257535120
00744)
A Framework for Selecting Design Fires in Performance Based Fire
Safety Engineering article, by Audun Borg, Ove Njå and José
Torero
(https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10694-014-0454
-x.pdf)
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B Moodboard

All pictures were taken out of an open source; Flow of Oslo Facebook page
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C Transcribed interviews
Interview with Callum R. B. Hogg
Okay, so… Full name?

Calum Ritchard Bruce Hogg

Age?

21 years old

Home country?

Scotland, I think. Not been told otherwise

You are being recorded. Do you consent to the recordings been used for our project,
to not be published?
Yeah, I consent to you using it for anything. Just not black mail
[both laugh]

All right so, Monica has prepared some questions, so I will jump into it... How did you
get introduced to Flow Art?

Am… so a few years ago, I want to say tree, I was... Three or two? I’m going to say two, actually.
Two years ago, about may time, I was in Asia, east Asia, staying in a scores hostel, an air pie. It
was more of a party hostel at that time, it had like a fire show and stuff, and one of the guys, I
really got along with him. everyone was just kind of like practicing this thing, I’ve never seen it
before, and just… I was like this looks shit interesting. Fist thig a picked up was a dragon stuff.
It was just one line alone, so I’d try that, and then the guy started like tried to show me a bunch
of staff and just kind of like, within in the next hour or two, there was a fire show, and I picked
it up on fire within tow hours of ever touching a dragon stuff. From that point I was like I love
this. I took like a year out, so after I left Asia that year, I took a year out cause I didn’t had much
to do when I was in Scotland, and then when I went back, I was back doing it again. But am...
2018 was when I got into and really like pick it up in northern Thailand. And that’s the same
please I always go back to.

Okay. How would you define flow?

Like a state of mind. And like… It’s kind of like, to me and a lot of other people I know that do,
it’s like a state of ecstasies. Just kind of like spinning. Its like dancing: you know there are some
people that really get into dancing and its’s like an expression, freedom of expression. It’s like
an art form. So like, when you get into it like, sometimes I can spend like 10 mins and be like real
bored, and sometimes I spend like hours nonstop just trying to like, learn new things and just
kind of like became a form of expression. So that’s kind of what flow is to… some people just see
as spinning some stuff around, but to people how really care about, its not a big community, but
they’ll probably say the same thing.

Probably [laughter], you are the first one we are talking to [both laugh]. Am… what is
an average day for you?
Just daily life?

Yeah

Am… [laughs] for me normally, depends if I’m studying university or not you know, or if I’m
like in another country. But if I’m at university or something I’ll be coming in, doing things in
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the workshop… well: waking up, making breakfast, preparing lunch for later on, always coming
in as early as I can, and doing some workshop stuff or maybe going into the class, and then....
Definitively, normally have a process of going to the gym, depends if the gym is busy or not, I
will try and flow in the gym, normally with just a rope art cause it not like an awful lot of room.
If I have days off I normally go like shopping, like food shopping, and normally try and find like
an hour to go outside, or if the weather is nice, I’ll flow somewhere. I don’t have a back garden
here, so I need to go often to the woods somewhere.

And when you are in Thailand?

[laughs] wake up, but depends emmm... the majority of my time in Thailand, probably wake up
and start dinking as early as possible. Wake up, go to my favorite place to get breakfast, have
breakfast, go to the tattoo shop next door, chill with Tom for a while and get drunk. And then go
just travel around just the different areas, and see people at the bars and stuff and chill… well,
for a while I was working at a hostel, so I was like there a lot, and I was teaching people, so I
spent most of my days spinning and serving alcohol and play music. But after a while a quit, and
then I would just, basically get up and jump around and try and spend as much as I could. Just
generally socialize a lot, cause flow arts are really sociable, like there’s a really big community
in Thailand, and in northern Thailand is like a really good family, so we are always doing stuff
together and just hanging out

Is there any community like that in Scotland?

Yeah, am.. I don’t know about any other cities, but in Glasgow every Friday there’s a fire spinning group, every Friday night, from 9pm, and in Edinburgh there is one on Mondays from
7pm, and they are quite a big community

And have you interacted with anyone from Norway yet?

Yeah, I’ve done, am was it last week? Nah I’m sure it was the week before, yeah, two weeks ago
I’ve done, there was a circus, a community circus thing for kids and teenagers in edisvoll. I went
and helped out, dis a fire show, taught some kids how to do some flow toys like poi and staff,
and then the unicycle, which I suck at, but I still I wanted to give it a go, cause the had a few and
I usually don’t get the chance to do the unicycle. But that’s the only real experience I have had,
it was only one person that had done it before, it was more like teaching kinds. I’m waiting until
the whole community starts going back to the park in the weekends, rather than be inside.

When do you feel most at ease? What are your most serene moments?

Definitively when I can just listen to music and just get into like a state of nothing’s… nothing is
going to disrupt me, I can just sit and spent for an hour or two and not have anything, that’s
normally when I go into the forest, and nothing is going to disrupt me, and just spend for like a
few hours, and that’s about the most serene I feel

And on the opposite side, when is the most, when you get the angriest?

Am, probably when people are just being probably like lazy or like not doing things smartly, just
being idiots and really lazy, and then a lot of people are asking me to do one thing or relying on
me to do too much, and there should be like an open communication thing. That’s definitively
what stresses me the most.

From your perspective, what benefits has flow brought into your life?

Definitely, the biggest, I’d say the people I’ve met, like the people I know and the people for my
circus are genuinely my family, I wouldn’t take them for anything. They message me like everyday checking up on me and just have genuine conversations, always exchanging knowledge.
And they are form all over the planet, so everyone has different ideas and knowledge, its just a
beautiful thing to have: no matter where you are, they’ll always try and find you. I’ve got people
than want to come over here and meet me, got people that went all over to California to stay in
worth, and we are all just kind of like always jumping around to meet each other. Definitely
that’s the best out of it.
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I see you are wearing like crystals.
Yeah it’s like a crystal

Self-made?

Yeah, I make them like, I normally make most of my jewelry, apart form my ring, not ring

Are they purely aesthetic or are they spiritually…?

All crystals and this stuff are spiritually. Some of the ones I make are just pink colored and stuff,
just because pink has a really nice aesthetic, but most of the ones with crystals and stuff have
like a spiritual meaning. I had the crystal and really wanted to incorporate them to something.
The crystals for me are definitively a big part of my life and spirituality

What do they do?

Each crystal, cause they are form the air, each crystal is built from a different thing, they help
you have like an open mind set, clear mind, some may have more health benefits, some may
have like, its all to do with loving things. It’s something that’s been around for thousands of
years and people have always loved crystals and have always like really believed them to be
something that helps people, engages people through life. Also, the aesthetic is very nice of
them, I really like what comes like natural things as well, like paint glue them in wood and stuff
often, as well.

Is that something you believed before starting with flow arts or part of the mind

Crystals have always been a big thing for me because my granny always go to the crystal shops
and she always loved the happy, kind of nonsense kind of thing. Definitively when I spent more
time in Asia hanging around with the flow community and like those people always wear crystals and always have that nice stuff, I noticed that more, my fashion choices changed and I like
started wearing more spiritual thing and not really care, just kind of wear what I want
[got interrupted by someone]

You mentioned your style changed. Has flow arts made you more aware of yourself in
the grand scheme of things?

I think so. It’s made me more aware of who I am and who I’m being and my eye to watch things.
Flow arts and the whole community definitively… I used to be like very angry, very like, I didn’t
really care what my personality or what I was really doing affected people. But now I’m like cautions and like really thinking thingks though and trying. Its definitively changed who I was
before. Its just a lot of thing as well, but the community really helped, the flow and kind of like
the back helps to free who you are and make you more aware, you know

Did you get like, reassess for it? For like being a dick?

Nah, no one criticized me, it was just like people became more aware when they’ve done things.
Id say why would I have done that or why was I like… even like thought I was trying to hold back.
But the only thing people could have said is that I was really angry. Like if I’m just standing and
not talking, I just look like angry, it’s just my resting face. But I’m normally rarely very, very
angry nowadays. Im normally stressed [giggles]

How come you were angry?

Oh I think it was just taking things like people would like… just the way people would act on
things and like someone would have done something I don’t like, and I would be like “what the
fuck are you doing that for” and then I’ll end to just not care about all the people doing the
wrong thing, cause that’s what they like. But before I’d be like “that’s weird, why you’ve done
that” or people would say something that annoyed me, or upset me or something, I’d get real
angry for no reason other than upset me, but obviously it had no value, like they are not going
to tend to upset personally me, and I’m just trying to combat like your general…there’s this
Scottish thing that I think it’s really beyond you’re defensive, and the less time I spend in Scotland, the more I’m going to like get nicer and happier to people.
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Sound good, I was just curious. We’ve actually gone through the list. Anything you
want to add?

Am.. not really no. I don’t know…so it’s called flow arts of fire or fire arts, but we normally call
it spinning. Like if im going to go practice I’d say “I’m gonna go spin” cause you kind of spin.
Not always you’re spinning, sometimes you’re… there’s so many, the toys- they are called
probs- are endless so it’s like fire, there’s poy, there’s rope art, there’s com__ rope art… it goes
on forever: dragon tag, double staves, diablo, everything, it goes on forever there’s so much
stuff and it’s like the insane thing for all of us is that’s there’s so much stuff and so much new
stuff coming out, people coming up with new things.. it’s like a progression, you can’t never
finish it, so you kind of always want to do more, meeting other people that know how to do a
weird trick and can show you like something new, it’s like such a exciting thing and it’s a deep
bond when you meet someone and go like “oh can you show me this?”. Like when I was teaching at the hostel it was really nice to went over people and ask them if they could show me
how they’ve done that. And the day after a fire somebody always would come back to me and tell
me “you were amazing!” it’s a great feeling, cause I don’t really like making myself like the
center of attention, being like..i don’t like dancing for example, I suck at dancing, spinning it’s
like dancing for me, performing, I never thought I would perform anything in my life, and then
I’m performing and making shows with like 300 people watching us like twice a week, it doesn’t
bother me anymore, because it’s something that I’m getting better at and I can always get
better at and everyone can always be better at. There’s no barrier to it, you want to learn than so
do so.

Do people get attached to their probs?

Yeah. I wouldn’t let anyone use my dragon stuff, it’s the only thing I care about. But I don’t
really care about anything else apart form that cause it’s the most expensive part. Some probs
can cost like a lot of money. I normally take that everywhere I go. It’s like my child, if anyone
broke it I would kill him. I broke it once, actually before I came here, I was dismantling it to put
it in my bag and one of the fusion connectors popped off the tube and I was like, I wasn’t going
to be able to get it back out, almost impossible, took me like three hours, but I was like in tears
like “I broke it!! ” cause it’s from Australia or something, so it takes like… oh it’s form new
Zealand actually, so it takes like a long time to like, to get though customs and yeah. An also it’s
my favorite thing I don’t want to have to not use it.
But yeah, people do get really attached to their probes yeah. I know a lot… I know of people that
have been traveling and not wrapped their probs properly or like just being kind of careless
when going through like the airport and stuff and just had the probes taken off them and like
really been destroyed, cause there expensive, they’re not cheap things. And also, they all laced
out, like one more traveling, that’s how we make most of our money. But yeah, people get like
really attached to them because they are expensive things, it’s like laptops, phones, like... rather
save more than a phone because people kind of get that associated with phones, cause it’s like
there, it’s expendable, but like, the probe it’s something that it’s like… specially because there’s
a lot of people that customize it, like my dragon staff fucking huge like everyone that’s done
dragon stall before was like way smaller, and then I gave it to my ex- girlfriend in California,
she’s like 5 foot. I used to use her dragon staff, and she used mine and it was like double the
height of her, she was like “it’s huge!” but then she like “it’s so much nicer cause it’s huge!”
and I was like yeah it’s good. But people customize them care a lot more about them. Like I
haven’t bring everything them here with me, but I made like 3D printed stuff so really paired
them to me and like the wrap, like I rewrapped the grip and stuff to like, be suited to me, so
when you loose something like that you go through the whole process of buying another thing
and them go through the process of wearing it and…it’s also nice to have a new prob, but when
you get a new prob you get scared to be just rough with it, and just get like bad bunch of strokes.
Cause when I got my dragon stuff I was scared to just kind of like through it around and like get
it to it, but now I’m just kind of like go as hard as I want, drop it as much as I want, get sad that
I’d drop it but then drop it as much as I wants [giggling]

I think I have enough
If you have any more…
[end of the tape]
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Flow of Oslo group interview
MARTIN: So… am first
KIM: abrakapui
MARTIN: fist that [all laugh]. First if we could get your names
KIM: my name is Kim Johnsen, I’m the organizer of most of the flow events in Oslo
EIRIK: I’m Eirik Hamborg, I spin poi
OLA: oh that’s weird.. Let´s take [laughs]
1
KIM: but the beginning will always be weird
OLA: yeah, that´s true
MONICA [to Kim]: you were talking to Ola and I before about the differences between the

probes with and without fire. Can you go back to that?

KIM: yeah, am… so usually when we practice, ah how can I say it, we use something we call

“dead probes”: it has no other features than being a weight. Specially for poi, having a weight
in the end of a rope. But am…the top tier of probes spinning like this is having fire on it, having
fire in the end. And there’s a huge difference between spinning a dead probe or a probe on fire:
with a dead probe you only utilize your feelings of your hands when you hold the probe, and
your eyes when you can see it. When we have fire, we utilize much more of our senses, so we
have the smell, cause you can smell the fumes of the fire, you have the sound of the fire when
it’s in motion, so the hearing. You open up your skin not only where you’re holding the probe,
you open up all skin because you can feel the warmth and it’s a huge difference when you’re
spinning a dead probe vs fire because you can always see the probe. When it’s in your back side
you can’t see it. But when you have fire on it you can feel it, so you will always know where
your probe is in space. That’s maybe a shitty way to describe it [he laughs] but yeah.

MARTIN: you mentioned um, this is a bit unrelated but, you mentioned all the people that get
into flow arts find themselves outside of regular society

KIM: yeah umm, can you ask me this again
MARTIN: yeah you mentioned like a lot of people from the flow arts feel like they are or expe-

rience that they are a little bit outside of society

KIM: yeah it is actually the same for most activities. Like if you would have time to invest in a
new activity you kind of have a whole in your daily life, because most humans fill up every
moment of their daily lives with something. It can be whatever, watching TV, but it will be
something. Hanging out with friends or… yeah whatever, but it actually seems that a lot of
people that come to our community it’s been sort of… it’s a mix though, it’s not everyone. But
a lot of people have been like… when we’re talking it seems that they are nor satisfied with the
way our society is and how society is treating them, so they felt sort of outside, and when they
come into us… cool thing it’s that it is open to everyone, no matter who you are, we have this
principle in our community that we are open to you . So, as I said earlier all the events that I
make are free, except of course here when we are inside, as we have to pay to rent the studio.
But I’m not earning any money of it, so everything it’s free, so it’s supposed to be open to
everyone, no matter how much money you have, the only thing is actually time: you need time
to invest in this, as it happens with all activities I guess. But yeah, but it comes down to the
reason why I say this is because I think many of the people that I meet here, they haven’t had
the sense of achievement, as we spoke about it earlier, most of the time in their lives they’ve
been verified from the outside. And this activity, what we’re doing, the general term is “flow”,
but is not really correct, because flow is a state of mind, not a specific activity. Because a state
of mind you can reach at all kinds of activities, not just this one. You can have it cooking,
washing your apartment, sports, you can have it in conversations, relationships… whatever
you can find the flow in all this. But it’s called “flow toys”, this is called flow toys because this
is an activity that would put you easily in flow. Yeah, I’m kind of stuck now [he laughs]
MONICA: so, you would describe flow as a state of mind, right?
KIM: definitively, most definitively
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BEA: but flow is in every kind of art. You can flow with paint and you can flow with music, and

you can flow with dancing… and now we get the probe, and this is what we make. We call it flow
but flow is actually…

KIM: …it’s everything
BEA: yeah, right?
KIM: yeah, we tried describe this before also and it’s always really hard [they all laugh]
EIRIK: I kind of feel flow when I don’t think and just, it just goes by itself.
KIM: this is the same as you said earlier [pointing at OLA] it’s… you feel that it’s going better
when you’re not thinking

Somebody in the back, interrupting: YEAH! ALWAYS!
KIM: so, this is the thing, when you are thinking about something, the you need process time

to think about it, and actually put it out into this reality. But is you know the structures, and
where you’re supposed to play inside, then you go mindless, once you know the boundaries.
And, this is what we are practicing here: it’s learning the foundation, where you have some
boundaries to work from, and [gets interrupted again]…thanks…[he laughs again, greets
somebody leaving]… we should have made this inside there [he jokes]…am what was I saying…

BEA: I think it’s like the music, no? like when you have…when you can play a chord, and then

you know an other chord, and then you know an other chord, and then the right is going and
the left is going and you start to play, because you know what you can go, and then you flow
with the music. And this is the same, so when you have a foundation, you have like these three
beats that you learned today, no? just with tree beats I was spinning for ten years, with just
three beat. It’s like woah, this is so cool aggg, it’s so beautiful and you find the flow and you
travel in flow and in minds

KIM: yeah, I think the point you try to reach is the active meditation. This is sort of the flow

where you… your body is doing what you want it to do, but you’re not think about it. Its aligned.
And its where… for me, many times when I reach this state, I solve some of the huge world’s
problems [he laughs] for myself though, I’m not changing the world. But I think that if we all
change ourselves to the better, then we get to understand a lot of stuff. The world would be
better in this sense

BEA: you know yourself…
BOTH BEA and KIM: …YOU KNOW THE UNIVERSE! [they all laugh]
KIM: do you have some more questions?
MARTIN: let’s see…
KIM: I can say this though: when it comes to flow, specially in our community, it’s we have two

parts of it. We have the community part, which is about flow, about spinning, and just experiencing you body in movement, of course social aspect. But we also have the other aspect, like
Bea, she’s working as a performer

BEA: …right [giggles]
KIM: so, we have like different sides to it. You can find flow in performance, you can find flow
in your personal life; this here in the studio, this is personal. It’s just people coming in, just
sharing some time with people that love doing the same as they do. Am… and then we also
have…

BEA [interrupting]: and also learning tricks, because…
EIRIK: and challenge
BEA: yeah, when you learn tricks, then you can flow so much, you have more skills, and flow

better. And of course, we are animals, and we always want to develop our skills. We come here
and it’s like “hey Eirik, how…do you know… how is this trick?” yeah, we share tricks…

KIM: we meet once a week... everybody is…is not showing off, it’s showing each other what

they have been practicing on the week, yeah during the week. And the Eirik comes with something “Kim! See this!” and there’s usually not like huge “adjustings” [he probably meant
“adjustments”] it’s jus small things, but… that’s the cool thing about it, those small little
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pointers that you can get form other people that open up a whole new world for yourself. It’s like…

BEA: it gives you motivation as well. It’s how we motivate each other like “hey check this out!”.
And maybe is a trick that looks very easy, but tooks you three days to get right, and you go like
“agg how is this trick, how is this trick, how is this trick…” and then you get it in your mind and is
much more easy to… and you’re so proud that you want to show to other… to the community
KIM: and the proudness comes from the sense of achievement
EIRIK: but some tricks take like several months to learn, many months. There’s a trick I recently

learned which I’ve been working on for maybe a year

KIM: but this is a tricked patter so…
EIRIK: yeah! Very complicated stuff. Some tricks take very long time
BEA: this trick took me one year. Crazy! With balls, with jugging balls
KIM: so, you have different… you have a trick and you have patterns. A pattern can be put together
with several tricks to become one full pattern, or the other way round…. So, I said Eirik is most
likely working on a pattern, not one trick. That’s why it takes a year

BEA: yeah, one trick you learn it in one day
EIRIK: not this one [they all laugh]
BEA: …took me one year both hands. And so many people tried to teach me the same trick. And this

is also a good concept no? like I go to Kim and he try to teach me a trick, and I don’t understand
how he see the trick so I have to go to Eirik and ask him how do you see it, and he try to explain it
and I don’t get it. And I go to an other person, an other person and then I get to the right person
that explain the trick to my brain, understand it and it’s like “oh so I do the trick again with this
hand separately form this hand and then I do it like this, and then both hands are coming together, and now I understand it” I took so many ways like, you from from caps, you go to *somebody´s name*, from here, from that, and you are like “what you’re talking about?”

KIM: that’s also the same thing I think I told you earlier, that if we could telepathize,

I could sent
all my information about this activity on to you, and the information would be worthless, because
this information is set to how I perceive my body, and my movements, and how I understand my
body. And that’s different from all you guys. So, even if I telepathize all my patterns to you, it
would be worthless. You could maybe understand hoe they would look, but not how to implement
it into you body language. This is also something that makes this activity really humbling: every
time you’re going to be learning a new trick, it’s like you’ve never touched a probe before. It’s like
I don’t even now hoe to hold it, because I don’t have the pattern in me. I need to break my own
pattern, to make room for new pattern understanding, where it can actually fit into my map of
patterns, if that makes sense.

EIRIK: yeah, it’s definitively challenging. The difficulty level is infinite.
DJ girl: my mind isn’t work when I go reverse. Yeah, when you look in the mirror, when you’re

standing face to face with a person, I always have to tell Kim to… “can you turn around to look in
like, from behind, so that I don’t have to reverse it inside my brain”

KIM: yeah, cause this is very hard
MARTIN: it sounds like it. Have you think that getting into flow arts, or flow in general, has chan-

ged you as a person?

KIM: oh my god [they all laugh loudly]
OLA [joking]: what time is it?
BEA [showing her arm]: how you say? Goose bumps
EIRIK: it’s given me more confidence…
DJ girl: it says on my hood, “flow saved my life”, so that would be my answer
EIRIK: it’s given me more confidence, and kind of like a purpose
KIM [to Eirik]: but why do you get the confidence? Is it because now you do something that looks

cool? Or is it because…

EIRIK: …am, I love it
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KIM: that’s the right answer. This is also, I think, going straight back to the sense of achievement.
Because nobody can tell him that this is right because he feels it, he doesn’t need anybody else
telling him that what he’s doing is right.

BEA: but also, like… for me, for instance, I was doing flow before I knew it was called flow. Like I
was doing three beat and flowing in my mind, but I didn’t know what is this about. And then I
found flow Oslo, and I was living in the south of Norway, I was living in Kristiansen, I was like
“wow, it actually has a name” and then I started to dig in, and it’s super cool. What is very important, and why is changing us, I think is most the community feeling and to be together. That
everybody has the same goal, getting more tricks to have a better flow and of course to look as cool
as possible.
KIM: it’s not in… in our community it’s nor about flow. We er.. or for me specially, I like to figure

out what else makes this people tick. Because there’s so many thing about our personalities, that
we are nor just one activity in out life, we have so many different aspects of our personality that
some need this outlet and my question is can our community be more than just this one aspect of
people’s personality. So, when we started organizing more festivals and stuff like this, all of a
sudden, we could utilize like the skills of everyone in the community that are not flow related, but
we have fire construction, planning, Bea here like to be the artist *cuddler*.

BEA: what’s *cuddler*?
KIM: just like, *mingler*. You like to make sure that all the artist that we brought into the festival
had a great time. Artist care!!

BEA: but it’s so beautiful, because when we grow up, we forget to play. Like we are humans and we
really need to play. And then we sit in front of the computer and play in this games, which are cool
eh, but because our brain we want to play and then you are with your couple and the you are
tickling each other, because you really want this feeling of playing. And then you have this community, and then suddenly it’s like hundred people playing with balls and they are like throwing
each other balls, playing around and running, and playing with fire. It’s like “WOW” so beautiful.
KIM: So what I usually say is that I organize playgrounds for grown ups because there’s not too

many of them, and having this place where it’s acceptable to express yourself is, I think it’s key to
a lot of people. Not being afraid, of course everbody feels like “ oh I’m not good enough” and they
want to but when it comes down to it nobody’s actually, everybody might be watching but nobody
is judgning. Having this in the back of your mind really, like soothing, or comfortable.
DJ girl: And I started(stopped) to go out partying Saturdays because I wanted to be fit for our practice

KIM: stopped?
DJ girl: yeah, yeah. I don’t pparty anymore because I need to be fit for fight here at practice every
Sunday at three. Coming how I changed.

KIM: What we actually found couple of years ago was we usually had, I called it spinning Thurs-

days in the beginning, Thursday flow meetings. And what we found is actually I had a couple of
people coming up to me some time, maybe six months or something after we started with it, and
saying like “hey, I actually stopped going on town because I get to fill the social meter on Thursdays so I’m not stressing about going out on Fridays and Saturdays. I’m saving a lot of money and
I’m feeling much better because I don’t fuck up other days being, you know, hung over, so..”

DJ girl: You get your social.. ehh, kvote..(laughs)
KIM: yeah, quota
BEA: And it’s good, because actually the flow community, when we meet in each others house, like

we always flow. And it’s very small apartments, and whatever there’s always a poi there and a
dragon(staff) there and it’s very small space with this like always like “how is this trick?” and it’s
like in Peter’s house..

KIM: (interrupts) How can I manage to make this trick inside this small little space.
BEA: (cont.) In Peter’s house, the last time we were is like super small house but it’s a flow house

by excellence. And it’s like three different rooms and we were like maybe ten people and everybody
were spinning at the same time, in a small house you know. In the three rooms and it’s like everybody is talking while spinning, like even in the fire space we are spinning fire and we can see
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Daniel is talking to Ari “blah blah blah” they’re talking.

KIM: (laughs) they’re just having a discussion
DJ girl: That’s a good way to practice as well, ‘cause if you come and are going to have a show, a
lot of time your space is limited so if you already know how to work it without

Kim: (interrupting) ..breaking the TV.. (laughs)
DJ girl: ..yeah, that happens.
BEA: Today I was playing with 300 people and it was not like very biggest space and it’s a lot of

little humans around and it’s like oh, wooh, it’s coming here, it’s coming there and wooh woah
and it’s so cool you know like you have to follow the space and not kick the kids..

KIM: That’s actually something I remember was really funny like back in the day when I started

and I went to parties outside just like walking through the dancefloor with the pois on fire like
(makes fire sounds) trying not to hit anyone. (laughs) It’s a cool challenge. But of course when you
jump into a dancefloor with fire people will make space though, so..

BEA: Not everybody.
KIM: Not everybody. (laughs)
MARTIN: Are there a lot of, like private arrangements for flow artists?
KIM: What do you mean private arrangements?
MARTIN: Like, with, (to Bea)you’ve been performing for kids, or teaching kids, or?
BEA: It’s very funny, because like how the people call us is like “circus people”. And I do workshops in schools, for SFA?

KIM: SFO?
BEA: SFO. And in different kinds of schools and culture house and they don’t understand what is

flow.
(DJ girls leaves)

BEA: so yeah, so they call it circus. And it’s kind of new circus way of looking at it.
KIM: I sort of put it inbetween dance and circus. It’s somewhere inbetween.
BEA: I remember the other day, well, some months ago there was an advertisement on facebook

and they wanted a juggler because they don’t know what is poi. So a juggler. So they want someone
that is juggling, a lady that is juggling. So I send in a video of myself juggling, I can juggle, I can
juggle three balls and four and five and I can juggle in clubs. But I can do poi. And I did a very short
video of balls, juggling. And then I did a little longer, cool video of poi and with LED and fire and
they were not interested in my juggling skills.

KIM: No. They wanted the poi?
BEA: They didn’t give a shit about poi. Because they want someone to juggling. They didn’t

understand what is this, what is she doing with these balls you know. Like, looks like whatever
she’s doing circus.

KIM: Should’ve sent Eirik, he can juggle with the poi.
BEA: What?
KIM: Eirik. He can juggle with the poi.
BEA: For me, for example, I’m very lucky. Maybe it’s because of my personality and I am Spanish.

So I get a lot of gigs, and..

KIM: It’s your personality
BEA: Yeah I think so. I’m going out, and I show myself and I really love to put magic in everything

I so then I give the magic to the people and then the people “oh, this is cool, I want this in my
events or in my disco for kids” like today was a kid’s disco. Yeah, supercool. And then it’s fire and
then it’s workshops in the schools and all of this is flow and we try to call it as a flow event. But the
kids, they, like today they call me clow. I’m not a clown. I’m a flow artist, and I’m flowing. Around.
Yes I put a costume, but I’m not a clown. I’m not a toy. I don’t want to be clown.

BEA: (to Eirik) What do you say? Is for you very many flow events?
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EIRIK: Events? Well, eh, we have some global events. So I was in one in Russia in January, Poicon,
which is a poi convention. There’s also Phoenix Fire Convention in Germany, which is the biggest
fire convention in the world. And it’s like several thousand people. Whole bunch of different
workshops during the daytime and at the night they have this huge fire put where people just spin
fire.
BEA: And we as well here in Norway, with Art of Flow, we do Flow Camp, we have Artist Camp,

Mini Camp and we have gatherings every week.

EIRIK: During the summer we’ll meet once a week. And spin fire.
BEA: That’s right. And also we spin in the park, so the people can see us. It’s more easy to get gigs,

because the people can see us. Here we are closed and nobody can see us. But in the summer it’s
much more easy. We are very, I mean we are playing with fire.

EIRIK: You can see us.
[laughter]

KIM: Yeah ‘cause that’s the thing, when I started spinning poi I think there was about five people

or something in Oslo doing it. Of course there might have been a couple more, but about five. And
slowly after I joined I also had this motivation to really push because I loved spinning fire, or I
love spinning fire. That’s what I love. So, yeah, we actually had a lot of gigs coming when we’re
outside in the park. Coming some people, organizers or something like this. For me, I don’t do
performance, so it’s really cool I think being the organizer of this and then I can picture like “okay
so what are you looking for, aha I have a perfect performer for you, Bea you should take this” you
know. Yeah we had a lot of gigs coming in from our meetings in the park actually. It’s much easier
than actually sending 200 emails out and getting no reply.
Because that’s also the thing, I started this five years ago. And since there’s no one that actually
knows what we’re doing or knows what it is it’s really hard to sell it out. I would never buy something I’ve no idea what is, of course. So it’s been, sort of, we needed to create the market before we
could actually get some money out of it.
And this is also where our community started, because there’s no point trying to make money out
of nothing. So we just met in the park and hung out and all of the sudden everyone was almost like
at a professional skill level. And when we came to this point it was a little bit of talk about maybe
making some groups, some performers, and now we actually have a couple of them. How many
groups we have, have active now?

EIRIK: At least two.
TOGETHER: Club Light, Purple Pixies, Pandora(Bea is a part of this), Lomse(?) and then we have a

couple of other single performers, like Eirik or Madelene, Gabrielle, Tina, Daniel.

KIM: So there’s popping more and more people up who are interested in showcasing their skills

and have come to a level where it’s actually worth paying for. Because in the beginning when you
just step off the bus with a Nike t-shirt and Adidas shoes is, I don’t think that’s good enough to
take money for a show. You need to combine it with, well you see Bea now, she has makeup, she
has costume, she has poi and she has the personality so all she needs is music to make this holy
trinity.

MARTIN: How is, cause some of these props are pretty big, how is travelling with them?
KIM: It’s, eh.. If you were to travel with the staffs that are like full-sized you would most likely

have to put them in like special luggage or something but it’s possible to get them in three piece
so you can break down the staffs and stuff so they become not too big so you can put them in
backpacks.

EIRIK: They can take off the tips, the things that stick out. Just like travelling with a fishing rod.

Bea: Then people were really creative. Like I’m a mother, so what I do when I travel with my kid,
she’s four years old so she doesn’t need the trolley anymore but I always bring the trolley so I can
attach the staff in the trolley and go for free.

OLA: Like it’s a part of it!
[laughter]

BEA: And for somebody, if the fire props. If you only travel with your backpack, like if you say it’s
a fire prop..
KIM: You will never get on the plane.
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BEA: Never. You don’t pass the police. So you have to cover it with ballons, baby socks, so they
look cool. And then they say “what is this?” and you say “it’s juggling, circus things.” And
they’re like “ok”, “if you want, I can do something” and they’re like “aah, it’s ok”. If you hide
them. But if they see what it is. They..

KIM: Yeah because you will not get wicks on the plane that are full of fire fuel, or like the fumes

from it. It’s of course not legal, but if you take the precautions like Bea said it’s usually no
problems. I actually haven’t heard that many stories about people.. I think I heard it twice that
people needed to leave their props at the airport and pick it up when they get back.
But at most times it’s no problem. You do some.. you put your wicks inside a bag, then you put
this bag inside another bag and then you just tie it really tight so it doesn’t smell.

EIRIK: And if you have it in the checked-in bag they don’t check it.
KIM: Yeah then it’s no problem.
EIRIK: Poi for example is like this big.(shows with hands) Easy to travel with. It’s no pro-

blem.(chuckles)

OLA: I think it’s not so much problem out of Norway, maybe into Norway it could be worse?
EIRIK: It’s a little different from company to company. What you tell them. Especially if you

have it in the carry-on bag.

KIM: Because you’ve travelled a couple of times with the fire poi?
EIRIK: Mm. But it was in the check-in bag and never any questions about anything.
KIM: Yeah I would put it there.
BEA: I always travel with a backpack and they always ask me “what is this?”. I always, yeah,

have very many different very weird stuff like “what is this” and “what is that” and “what is
this?” and “what”. I can show here. I’m always scared that they will take it out because it’s fire,
it’s fire prop. So you don’t want to say that. Like for example the facepaint, if you say it’s aqua
based it’s not allowed. But if you say it’s makeup, it’s okay.

KIM: Yeah because you can’t bring the water through the.. (scanner at airport)
(laughter)

OLA: What about pain?
KIM: Pain?
OLA: Pain. Like when you are using your hands, you know. So, are you getting pain, someti-

mes?

EIRIK: You get burns.
(laughter)

BEA: It’s not painful. It’s like so sweet.
KIM: Actually a couple of years ago I was walking with a burn here on my thumb(shows) for

seven months, because I was out spinning every day I burnt myself again and again. I had this
one move I could not stop doing.

BEA: And it’s because we’re a stupid lot also. Because we have these gloves that we can use, but

we always forget..

KIM: Okay, nonono, the thing is not about forgetting. But when you’re on your way out from

home and you got everything and now you’re looking for two small socks that you cut a hole in
it’s impossible to find them.

OLA: It’s never in the place?
KIM: Yeah yeah yeah, it’s never where you put it. And where you put it was not where you

thought you put them.

EIRIK: I started using Kevlar gloves this summer. I burnt myself so bad in this Phoenix fire
Convention. That’s very nice because you can actually hold the fire, it’s Kevlar so it can resist a
lot of heat.
KIM: It’s the same material as the wick is made from.
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EIRIK: Yeah. I can actually grab the fire poi and just hold it for 3-5 seconds. And just drop it and
don’t feel anything.

KIM: You get some warmth though.
EIRIK: Yeah, gets a little warm. But still.
BEA: And what is burning, for instance, what you can see. For example, this is because I with the
snakes, that is a very long poi, I love to do wraps but I didn’t have the covers so I know that’s
going to hurt. I really know that’s going to hurt. And actually I didn’t do it once, I did it even
twice.

EIRIK: I also have a scar from doing a wrap with snakes.
KIM: so snakes is the same as regular poi, except you don’t just have a ball at the end that is the
wick, you have basically the whole thing except this much(shows) is wick. So instead of a fire
ball, you’ll have a fire snake.

EIRIK: It looks crazy, with two. Like (makes sword sounds)
KIM: So it basically looks like you’re having two fire swords.(makes sword sounds too)
OLA: Because we realized today that it’s kind of painful here(shows on finger)
KIM: Yeah, in the beginning. For me also, in the beginning, I got these blisters but I could not

stop so I bought some tape and continued. But I found out that when I had the tape around my
fingers I lost the sensation of the rope in my hands so I just said fuck it and after a while you
don’t have these blisters anymore.

EIRIK: Yeah, you get thick skin.
KIM: Yeah, you do.
BEA: We say in my country, "Sarna con gusto, no pica". And it’s.. ikke sant? Can you translate

it?(to monica)

MONICA: It’s basically like «if you really like to do something, you don’t care about how painful
it is”
(Spanish bonding moment)

KIM: That’s also the thing is though, it’s not really that painful. At all. When you burn yourself,
you don’t have this burning on for too long. It just hits you, and what is burning you is not the
fire itself but warm metal. So it comes in, psht, makes a burn and then you feel it but it’s not
actually bad until you come home and head into the shower. That’s when the pain comes.
(laughter)
BEA: But if you are aware, and then like with fire, and if you have this liquid or something. And

you put it right away, and you put it in water. And it’s really not painful at all. A burn for me is
not painful.

KIM: Actually, the most painful thing I happened to get from poi, is hitting myself in my nuts.
MARTIN: I did that. That’s why I switched from having it wrapped around my fingers, because
that just made it perfect length.
(laughter)

BEA: This is very cool because you see the guys in the beginning when you learn you are like
this(standing facing forward), and in the end everybody is like (standing sideways).

EIRIK: Yeah, that happens a lot. But less and less.
MARTIN: I was thinking like, do you compensate for it or protect yourself?
EIRIK: In the beginning, I was thinking about buying a cup but you hit yourself less and less and

it would just be a hassle.

KIM: As I told you, you come to a point where you’re just like “I don’t wanna hit myself, so I
avoid it”.

OLA: It doesn’t help, it doesn’t help.
(laughter)

EIRIK: Hitting on the nose can be very painful, with the heavy hard balls for example. I spin
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outside during the winter every day and the balls get like solid like a rock and if you hit the nose
it’s very painful.

BEA: Someone hit me with a staff. And I bled a lot, and the toilet was full of blood. And was like,
twenty minutes later, “it’s okay”.
KIM: You were spinning again.
BEA: “we have to go to the hospital and put it right” ahhh it’s okay
KIM: I don’t spin with my nose, it doesn’t matter
(laughter)

MARTIN: This is the kind of injuries you’ll sustain?
KIM: What?
MARTIN: This is the kind of injuries you’ll get? A little bit of burns..
KIM: A little bit of burns, a little bit of pain in the nutsack, nose
EIRIK: Some bumps.
KIM: Yeah, some bumps.
BEA: When you dragon(staff) for example in the beginning..
KIM: Yeah you experienced this(to Monica)
MONICA: Yeah, here(shows)
BEA: So in the beginning, it’s called..eh..
BOTH KIM and EIRIK: Dragon Scaled.
BEA: So when you are playing with the dragon(staff) suddenly you get the dragon scales and it’s

really super painful but after two days you don’t have anything.

KIM: The reason why it’s called dragon scales is because when the staff goes down what actually
happens is that it pulls on your hair.

BEA: Or skin when you are really dry.
KIM: Yeah, yeah. But when you have dragon scales you get all these red dots, and this is like the

hair sac that is getting really sore because you’ve been pulling the hair all day.

EIRIK: So, dragon scales. (laughs)
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Insights from the interviews
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Miro Board Mind Maps
We have been gathering all the information, as well as using the organization tools from this on-line whiteboard, as a way to compensate the
fact that we can not work together at the time being due to the situation
with COVID-19.

MARKET RESEARCH
MIND MAP
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KEY INSIGHTS FROM THE FIRST SUNDAY OF FLOW

KEY INSIGHTS FROM THE DIPPING STATION EXPERIENCE
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KEY INSIGHTS FROM THE SECOND SUNDAY OF FLOW
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E SWOT Analysis

ORGANIZING

external

internal

helpful

harmful

Enough information

COMPETITION

Interesting concept
to work with

There is a lot of this
in the market already

Strong need

They asked for this
Dipping station need
redesign

Teeny tiny possibility
that it won't be used
after a while.

Nothing on the market
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INJURIES
helpful

harmful

external

internal

Really common

Need this to happen
to
strengthen
up
you
Very annoying (you
want it not to happen) skin
Can’t help it - it’s
needed
Poi injuries

This won’t be accepted at first, nor used
at all.
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external

internal

PERFORMANCE
helpful

harmful

Beautiful concept

No product approach

Well accepted

Very wide

Fun to work with

Too conceptual

Installation

This does not suit the
assignment
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F Design process sketches
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G Lids conceps/developments
Sketches
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Renders
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H Feedback and surveys
Dipping Station Survey

Do you feel that the dipping station you normally use is safe?
7 responses
yes
no

14.3%

Yes, but often one time use since I often cut the top of the fire fuel bottle
42.9%

14.3%

It’s safe, but not edeal
To tiny and unsteady for a lot of my props

14.3%
14.3%

Have you ever been in a situation with uncontrolled ﬁre during a ﬂowing ﬁre?
9 responses
yes
no

Most users believe that the dipping station is safe as it is. But
when we look into the survey statistics, up to a 66.7% of the
users have had an accident related to it.

33.3%

66.7%

What is the most difficult prop to dip?
8 responses

Poi
37.5%
12.5%
Hoop
Snake/Long Poi

87.5%

%
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What do you feel could be improved about your current dipping station?
Some form of led light to see what you are doing in the dark.
(Often you will be blinded by the lights when spinning,
when you want to do a “quick dip” and spin more!)
Lid to store fuel in the dipping bowl when not in use.

like about 30 cm of wick. It's very hard to dip at events
so I dont use it that often. You can compare it
to å snakepoi in side, but its hard metal.
Light, lid that you can trust, a good way to emty the fule back
to the bottle, god for 2 dragon wicks at the time,
A design that suits use on stage and performances.
Preferably black.

Ideally there would be something with a wide enough
base to be stable, that doesn't need a huge amount
can be opened and closed by hand.
I use either an empty paint can or a plastic container with a lid.
The paint can is preferable as it will not leak much
during transport. However it is impractical for props
with long wicks. Larger paint cans tend to be wider, not taller,
so it requires an impractical amount of fuel to be able
to properly dip. It also requires a tool to open,
which can be problematic if many people are sharing

It could have a shape to better allow long props.
And it could have a sealed lid so it could be safely
trasported without risk of spillage

It needs to have a light. Fire spinning at night destroys
nightvision. then imagine looking in a dark bucket for
clear liquid. A light around the edge ore in the bottom is perfect.
when dipping.
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I Prototyping phase
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J Sustainability

1

chromium,nickel,
molybdenum and carbon

2

3

Oil

Stainless steel
Silicone

Producion of dipping pot

polymer consisting of carbon and hydrogen

7
Recycling process we can describe through 10 steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

transportation
extract part
separate parts
feed into deeper recycling prices
shred everything
classify
sort
extract suitable materials
restart this process form step 5, for as long it is economic
burn or dispose rest

Recycle

Recycle
materials
Remanufacture

Assemble
,,as-new’’ product

Repair

Extend
service life
Redistribute
used product

6

4

Storage

5

Reuse
Flow Artist

Circural Product
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Strategies we used for sustainable design
Design for Sustainable Behaviour

‘’Design for Sustainable Behaviour is a user- and use-centered design approach that can be
applied to design products and services that create preconditions for a sustainable everyday life.’’ (Anneli Selvefors, Sara Renström 2018)
We want to change attitudes to our user. But support user with their everyday activities and
find solution for reducing of negative environmental and social impacts. Us we could see
Flow Artister using today fire fule bottle as a tool to dipp their props. Ones they cut bottle a
lot of paraffin spilling out. They don’t use than content that remains again. And bottle stays
in two parts what makes difficult to recycle later. The instability of the bottle can contribute
to fires.

Design for Re-use
CIRCULAR PRODUCT
Reuse :

Principle behind reuse is to keep product fictional and attractive. It must take into account
the social and emotional resons that lead users to discard products. Product need to be built
to last.
Design strategy for reuse that we used:
Right choice of material to right job.
Ease of maintenance and repair
Standardisation, compatibility and adaptability ( simplicity and functionality will help
remain attractive for a longer time.
Product Attachment and Trust
Repair:
How to design a product for repair?
Easy access: less tools, no glue, ideally without any tools
Simple, modular structure of product
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Design for Remanufacturing:

“Sustainability is a dynamic state with the capacity to continue over a long time” – Lozano
2008
We were thinking about how our product can work with sustainable design. Here is some of the
examples of strategies that we focus on:
-Use quality materials that can be reused for many life cycles.
-Use materials which after many life cycles can be fully recycled.
-Use fastening devices which can be easily open and close multiple times.
-Improve the product for remanufacturing is to divide into different modules. Try to avoid
cross-dependences between modules
-Make it easy to upgrade the product, for example by exchanging whole components.
-Make it easy to clean, here we talk about right choise of material.
-Avoid small holes or grooves which collecting dirt and are hard to clean properly.
Those detail is inspired of the video where Anna Karin Jonbrink, describes how to design for
remanufacturing.
It is important thing to keep in mind to have a holistic view.

Recycling process we can describe through 10 steps:
1. transportation
2. extract part
3. separate parts
4. feed into deeper recycling prices
5. shred everything
6. classify
7. sort
8. extract suitable materials
9. restart this process form step 5, for as long it is economic
10. burn or dispose rest
For make it easier for Recycling process we chose to use as lest materials as possible. Fewer
different materials in one product. Increases the chances of getting a product to be recycled
in the last life cycle.

Design for Sustainable Supply Chains
Integration in the product design process

In this project we have to design product which satisfy needs and we wanted to create value for
the user. We based our poroduct on customer feedback. User, was developing a product together with us.
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K Posters development
This is the final poster we have presented targeting our cultural group.
In the following pages we display some other options we developed/consider.
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Poster justification
We made a poster targeted towards our user group, the flow artists, by making one that showed our
product in an exploded view so that every part could be properly displayed. This was important to us
because we needed to show off the features of the dipping pot in a way that was visual and not just
text-based.
We’ve also included short notes on what every part does so that there’s ample information for those that
don’t just go by looks alone.
In the image, the product reflects a purple neon LED light. As we explain in the report, flow artists that
spin here in Norway, fire spin during the warm months, when they can safely do this practice. But
throughout the colder months, they gather in a studio for training, and a lot of them do LED spinning. The
sensorial experience is not as intense as it is with fire, but it gets closer than just using normal props. This
is why we wanted to introduce this soft touch to the product, even though (as we also explain in 3B
analysis) LED spinners are our tertiary user.
We’ve kept our dark theme from the report and use eye-catching colours to draw attention to the poster.
The reason behind it is that, during the night, when flow artists spin, the environment is pitch black, and
the only things that can be seen are the colours and lights form fire and LED (typically oranges and warm
colours, as well as neon colors for LEDs). This transcribed to report layout meant keeping a dark
background and very eye catching colours for headers and graphics. Transcribed in to the poster, the idea
was to create a similar scenario on the poster than they would have in real life: a very dark environment
(background) lighted up by the dipping station itself (since that is one of the main design advantages to it)
The main layout (title and subtitle) is part of a whole posters range, all with the same header. The second
one we had developed is more advertising than informative. It has a chinese dragon graphic, due to the
fact that many of the flow disciplines have their origin in Asia. Some of the most obvious evidence from
this are some of the props’ names: a wide amount of them include “dragon” in their name. Getting to
know these people, we have noticed something like this would catch their eyes instantly. All this work is
reflected on the appendices, page 42.

L Renders gallery
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M Photo gallery
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